The escalation of complexity is a commonly cited benefit of coevolutionary systems, but computational simulations generally fail to demonstrate this capacity to a satisfactory degree. We draw on a macroevolutionary theory of escalation to develop a set of criteria for coevolutionary systems to exhibit escalation of strategic complexity. By expanding on a previously developed model of the evolution of memory length for cooperative strategies by Kristian Lindgren, we resolve previously observed limitations to the escalation of memory length. We present long-term coevolutionary simulations showing that larger population sizes tend to support greater escalation of complexity than smaller population sizes. Additionally, escalation is sensitive to perturbation during transitions of complexity. In whole, a long-standing counter-argument to the ubiquitous nature of coevolution is resolved, suggesting that the escalation of coevolutionary arms races can be harnessed by computational simulations. The theory of natural selection is historically associated with phylectic gradualism, the 9 slow transformation of one species to another. However, Eldridge and Gould proposed that 10 new species emerge rapidly in punctuated equilibria [8]. These punctuated equilibria are 11 generally associated with an allopatric (geographic) mechanism of species emergence, whereby 12 relocation to a novel environment leads to a change in selection pressure and often a change 13 in population capacity. In this work we show how these innovative evolutionary phenomena 14 can arise solely from coevolutionary interactions, specifically competitive coevolution.
not permit allopatric speciation. Although this removes one of the primary hypothesized mechanisms of producing punctuated equilibria, genetic variation will still remain a property 65 of our model. We will show that the key observations associated with punctuated equilibria 66 and escalation persist.
67
The original hypothesis of escalation is a naturalist perspective [22] , and details many 68 features of Nature which are suggested as requirements for a coevolutionary system to sup-69 port the maintenance of evolutionary arms races. The original list of criteria for escalation 70 is concisely recapitulated in [21, 24] . We consider a reduced version of the hypothesis of 3. Strategies must be evolvable; there is always a probability of mutation creating a 77 new individual.
78
We show how adherence to these criteria allow strategies in a cooperative game to escalate 79 in complexity, exhibiting a coevolutionary arms race.
80
The reduced hypothesis of escalation that we consider is indeed vastly simplified beyond 81 Vermeij's original hypothesis. We do not claim that the reduced hypothesis exhibits the 82 same rates of escalation as the original hypothesis, because as Vermeij suggests [21] , positive 83 feedback can arise as a result of escalation across a geographic distribution of environments.
84
The hypothesis of escalation has recently be challenged with additional statistical analysis 85 of the fossil record [25] . These analyses have been largely invalidated on the basis of sample 86 selection and the fossilization properties of the studied organisms [ involve features such as discounting of future moves, which are not present in the classic IPD.
120
Recent theoretical work has shown that longer strategies improve the average performance 121 of IPD strategies [36] and that longer memory lengths should evolve over time [37] ; however, 
124
An innovative study was presented by Lindgren [7] where the set of active IPD strategies unexplored. This is a particularly significant direction when considering the IPD with noise, 159 which ensures that every element of a strategy has an fitness consequence. We present long-
160
term simulation data that demonstrate a positive correlation between greater population size 161 and the evolution of longer memory lengths, suggesting that increased population size can 162 lead to enhanced evolution of strategic complexity. 
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266
We conducted experiments using the Moran process with population sizes: 5,000 and 267 10,000. 25 replicates were used for each population size. Although we were not able to sim- The smallest population size that we consider is 5,000 ( Figure 3A) . is not simply a matter of using a larger population size.
300
Now let us consider a specific example trajectory from a population size 20,000 run. In 
